
Orders of Dress          
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Male Hair 

 

➢ be no more than 15 cm (6 in.) in length and sufficiently short that, when the hair is 

groomed and wedge is removed, no hair shall touch the ears or fall below the top of the 

eyebrows 

➢ be kept free from the neck to a distance of 2.5 cm (1 in.) above the shirt collar  

➢ Sideburns shall not extend below a line horizontally bisecting the ear  



Female Hair 

  

➢ Hair shall not extend below the lower edge of the collar. 

➢ If your hair is longer than this length, you must put your hair up in a bun. 

➢ No matter what style of hair, it must always be well kept, and free of “fly-aways”. 

➢ If in a bun, a hairnet matching the color of your hair must be used. 

➢ Gel and/or other hair products and hair pins should be used to keep hair in place. 

Make Up and Jewelry 
➢ Make-Up 

o Female cadets only may wear minimal amounts of make-up, applied 

conservatively. 

o This excludes the use of: false eyelashes, heavy eyeliner, brightly coloured eye 

shadow or lipstick, coloured nail polish, and excessive facial make-up. 

➢ Jewelry 

o The only jewellery that may be worn is: 

▪ A wristwatch 

▪ Medic alert bracelet 

▪ Maximum of two rings, which are not of costume nature 

o In additional, female cadets only may wear one pair of earrings: 

▪ Gold, silver or white pearl stud, worn in the center of the ear lobe 

▪ No larger than 0.6 cm in diameter 

Make Up and Jewelry 

 
➢ Cadets shall not acquire visible tattoos that could be deemed to be offensive (e.g. 

pornographic, blasphemous, racist, etc.) or otherwise reflect discredit on the CCO.  
➢ Cadets in uniform shall not wear visible body piercing adornments (tongue included), 

with the exception of female cadets earrings.  
➢ Covering the unauthorized piercing with an adhesive bandage (band-aid™) is not 

acceptable.  
 



 

 

 

Wearing Your Name Tag 
 

 

➢ The name tag is worn centered on top of the right breast pocket, 

in line with the top of the pocket. 

➢ Name tags are ordered through the Squadron Supply Office, and 

must display your surname. 

 

 

 

 

Wearing a Poppy 
 

 

➢ The poppy is worn covering the button of the left breast Tunic 

pocket 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

➢ The poppy is worn on the left chest of the All 

Season Jacket 

 



Lacing Your Boots 

 

 

Tying your Tie 
 

➢ The Cadet Tie can be worn using one of two knots – the full Windsor knot  

 

➢ You must take care of your tie, this includes untying it after each time you wear it, 

keeping it ironed, and cleaned. 

 



 

 

Badges – Right Arm 

 

 



Badges – Right Arm 

 

 

 
 



15: Uniform Care 
 

Wedge 

➢ Dry-clean as necessary 

➢ Use a lint brush to remove any lint and hair 

Tie 

➢ Iron to remove wrinkles 

➢ Dry-clean as necessary 

Tunic 

➢ Washing machine safe, however occasional dry-cleaning is recommended 

➢ Iron free of all wrinkles and creases and make sure all pockets are ironed flat 

Short Sleeved Shirt 

➢ Wash after every use 

➢ Iron free of all wrinkles and unintended creases 

➢ Iron a crease in each sleeve, extending down from the center of the epaulet (shoulder strap) 

Pants 

➢ Wash after every use 

➢ Iron free of all wrinkles and unintended creases 

➢ Iron a crease in the front and back of each pant leg: 

➢ The creases in the front shall extend straight down the center, beginning just inside the first belt 

loops 

➢ The creases in the back shall extend straight down the center, with both creases meeting at the 

back center belt loop 

➢ Pants must be hemmed such that they hang naturally, and sit between the 2nd and 3rd boot lace 

Belts 

➢ Wash and iron your blue tunic belt (be sure to remove the buckle when washing) 

➢ Keep the buckle of your black web belt polished – you can use a specific metal polish, or if you 

have a soft cloth and some regular (non-minty, etc.) toothpaste, it also works well and keeps that 

buckle shiny 

Socks 

➢ Wash after every use 

Boots 

➢ Keep clean and free of dirt all around 

➢ Polish and shine all surfaces of the boot evenly, maintaining a high gloss shine 

➢ Polish using black Kiwi brand polish, and a Kiwi polishing cloth for best results 

All Parts 

➢ One of the biggest responsibilities you have for all uniform parts is that you need to make sure 

they fit! 

➢ The Supply Officer can’t tell if your pants are too tight, or boots are too loose, so if something 

doesn’t fit, you need to go to Supply and get it exchanged. 

➢ Also keep in mind – the uniform you are given is on loan from the cadet program, so you must 

take care of it and return it in the same condition it was issued to you (normal wear and tear 

aside). 

➢ You are responsible for contacting+\] the Supply Officer when your uniform requires some 

changes. 


